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Presenter
Presentation Notes
THANKS (Marlee and GKR)My name is justin gonder, and I’m the Operations Coordinator for eScholarship at the California Digital Library (which is a service of the University of California, Office of the President).I’m a relative newcomer to this field – I’ve been with CDL for just about a year and a half, and worked briefly before that at the Berkeley Electronic Press – but I’ve quickly come to love, and take great pride in the work that we do to provide open access institutional repository and library publishing services to scholars. I’m thrilled today to participate in this conversation about how to sustain these services in a distributed statewide system by sharing how we at CDL provide such services to the 10 University of California campuses. I’ll say up front that, while CDL has been providing the eScholarship service for over 10 years now, the IR and library publishing landscape is an ever changing one, and we’re constantly encountering new challenges, and finding new opportunities for change and growth, and doing our very best to stay on top of the game.I’ll get back to discussion of these challenges toward the end of my talk today, but first a quick overview of what I’d like to start with:



• What is eScholarship 
• eScholarship as part of the UC 
• Evolution of the service 
• New partnerships 
• Operational Issues 
• Lessons Learned 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OutlineWhat is eScholarshipOur repository model is a little different than the GKR project, so I’ll give a brief overview of our platform and some information about what we’ve got insideeScholarship’s place in the larger UC settingWe depend heavily on our relationships both at the central services level, and with our users and partners at the campuses and research centersEvolution of the serviceIn 10 years of service, we’ve gone through a lot of changes. We’ve shifted our focus away from collection building and toward publishing, and we recently completed a monumental transition of our entire repository from a vendor provided system to a self-hosted, partially open source platform.New partnershipsSome of our new projects have led us to develop interesting new partnershipsOperational IssuesI’ll overview some of the nuts and bolts of how we deliver our serviceLessons LearnedWe’ve got unsolved challenges, and suggestions based on our experience



What is eScholarship? 

 eScholarship provides an 
open access, scholarly 

publishing service to the 
University of California 
and delivers a dynamic 

research platform to 
scholars worldwide. 

Powered by the California 
Digital Library. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is eScholarship?eScholarship is a free, Open Access repository service and publishing platform provided by the California Digital Library as a service to UC faculty, departments, research units and other scholars.We’re currently a free service, funded by and housed under the University of California Office of the President. We’re located in downtown Oakland.



history 

Launched in 2002 with three complimentary goals: 
1. Reducing journal subscription costs by intervening in the 

scholarly publication marketplace. 
2. Provide librarians with a tool to organize, disseminate 

and preserve the UC’s scholarly output. 
3. Establishing services that would enable self-publishing 

Developed via cooperative engagement with the Berkeley 
Electronic Press (bepress) 

– eScholarship platform was the predecessor of the now 
popular Digital Commons® repository service. 

– Relationship with bepress ended in 2011. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HistoryeScholarship was initially created to help meet the CDL's goal of reducing journal subscription costs by providing a platform for scholars to not only disseminate their research in an Open Access repository, but also had the revolutionary goal of establishing services that would enable Universities, libraries and even individual scholars to more closely own the publication process by way of self publishing.(University Librarians – having a mechanism locally to support alternative publication activities & intervene in the scholarly publication marketplace.)As a pioneering Institutional Repository platform, eScholarship was developed in partnership with the Berkeley Electronic Press. The eScholarship repository platform was the predecessor to the now popular Digital Commons platform.



eScholarship by the numbers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is eScholarship today (well, this is actually a sneak peak of what eScholarship will look like in a few short weeks).We’ve grown to host just under 50,000 individual pieces of scholarship, be they scholarly articles, video recordings of conferences or datasets.Each piece of content is housed within one of our 57 Open Access journals, 330 departmental or research unit spaces, or as a campus postprint or dissertation.Items in eScholarship have received nearly 15 million views since we launched.=====slide change=====



Views / readership 

“The readership of our journal has exploded 
since we started using eScholarship! Last April's 
usage was greater than all of 2011 combined.” 
 
-Andrea Broaddus, Managing Editor: Berkeley 
Planning Journal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Content on eScholarship is highly visible, in fact the editor for one of our newest journals recently said: “The readership of our journal has exploded since we started using eScholarship! Last April's usage was greater than all of 2011 combined.”We’ve always worked to make sure that content on eScholarship is indexed in the places where scholars are conducing their research. Our content is well indexed in Google Scholar and Melvyl (our shared catalog). Select content is indexed by other indexes, like EBSCO and DOAJ.=====slide change=====



Content types 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
=====slide change=====Content types…and though I’ve already mentioned most of these, we currently support the deposit and display ofPeer-reviewed, Open Access journal publicationsBook-length works and monographsWorking papers & pre-printsPostprintsTheses and DissertationsMultimedia content (such as images or streaming audio and video)DatasetsConference proceedings (which we’re working to build more complete support for with PKP’s Open Conference Systems platform)Undergraduate publicationsDepartmental and research unit collections===== SHIFT TO DEMO===== Show campus landing page, then departmental space, then object view.



• What is eScholarship 
• eScholarship as part of the UC 
• Evolution of the service 
• New partnerships 
• Operational Issues 
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Part of a larger suite of services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
eScholarship is just one platform in a suite of services offered by our parent organization, the California Digital Library (CDL).Several of these services, in fact, are utilized by the eScholarship platform, for instance:eScholarship is an Access & Publishing repository, not a long-term preservation repository. We provide long-term preservation of eScholarship content by backing-up all content to the Merritt preservation repository. All content deposited in eScholarship automatically benefits from this long-term preservation service.Though all items on eScholarship have a persistent URL, which includes a unique long-term identifier (we use ARKs), we also work with CDL’s EZID service to provide long-term identifiers for data sets, the ever changing nature of which require a more agile long-term identification solution than the ARKs we rely on for things like postprints.XTF (eXtensible Text Framework) is a platform developed at CDL that drives the front-end display of eScholarship contentWe occasionally utilize the Web Archiving Service to capture the front-end look and feel of content on eScholarship (which is a bit different than the long-term preservation of the actual items that Merritt provides). We do this especially when big changes are launched, such as the new look and feel of our homepage that you all got a preview of a moment ago.The CDL exists as a shared resource for all 10 UC campuses, as well as our affiliated research units. We serve as part of the central University of California, Office of the President, located in Oakland.



Campus Partners & Stakeholders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
eScholarship is responsive to the needs of several system-wide groups, as well as the librarians and users on each campus.At the system-wide level, eScholarship’s operations are informed by our relationship with:SLASIAC (Systemwide Library and Scholarly Information Advisory Committee): The official governing body of the UC libraries. This group reviews our budgetUCOLASC (University Committee on Library and Scholarly Communication): Whose priorities inform which direction we steer our service (for instance: UC Shared Digital Collection, Open Access Policy implementation)At the Campus LevelSCOs: Representation from each campus. This group of librarians meets monthly (via teleconference) with our program director to discuss emerging faculty needs, new service offerings from eScholarship and other trends in the scholarly publishing / institutional repository landscape.Librarians: Especially subject specialist librarians that engage with us on projects relevant to the disciplines that they serve.***DELICATE DANCE*** We rely heavily on librarians to let users know about our services when they’re talking about scholars’ projects and needs. It’s incredibly important both to us and to the librarians that we do everything possible to maintain that librarian-to-scholar relationship at the campus level. We keep the librarian in the conversation as we move forward with new clients, both as a way to maintain that relationship, and as a way to keep the librarians current on what services we currently offer and what new directions we’re willing and able to move toward.Center Staff: A few campuses have other staff, such as a graduate program coordinator, who engage with us on particular projects or types of work. For instance, the UCLA Graduate Student Associate (GSA) has a very engaged publications director (Stacey Meeker) who moderates the relationship between eScholarship and the nearly 10 UCLA graduate student journals that publish on our platform.Scholars / End-Users: Some active users are very helpful to us in terms of developing new services or refining existing services.I’ll talk a little more about challenges toward the end of this presentation, but it’s worth mentioning here that resources on each individual campus are highly variable, which has an obvious direct impact on our ability to provide services in situations where resources at the campus level are scarce.
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• eScholarship as part of the UC 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In recent years our conversations with these various stakeholders have caused us to shift our focus away from collection building and toward the provision of self-publishing solutions.This shift in focus has also taken place as the repository part of our service matures and stabilizes, and also as open access spreads in such a way that content is more often available elsewhere.As our priorities changed, we increasingly felt the need to more closely own the development priorities of our platform, and a changing budget climate encouraged us to take more direct control over costs and cost recovery.So in 2009 we began the phased transition of the entire eScholarship platform off of the vendor provided system and onto a new, locally hosted, partially open access platform



eScholarship Platform Transition 

2009 – Phase I 
Front-end access interface transition 

 
2011 – Phase II 
Submission management transition 



Phase I: Access Interface 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the time, the vendor system did not provide a robust search utility, so one of the major new features we introduced was an advanced, faceted search utility with quick preview functionality that let scholars quickly identify how relevant a particular search result might be to their particular query.



Branding around object view 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also wanted users to be able to view a document before they downloaded it, and administrators really wanted the ability to brand the object view of their digital items. This is an example of some journal branding surrounding an inline preview of an article.We also added social bookmarking and sharing functionality, a ‘My Items’ locker for people to store their favorite articles in.



Phase II: Submission Interface 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Fall 2011 we completed our transition from the vendor platform by moving all 15,000 user accounts and their associated publications into our new submission management system.This system is comprised of two submission management platforms, with a unifying login and directional layer:Journal users enjoy the widely used Open Journal Systems platform, developed by the Public Knowledge Project (PKP)For non-journal content, we developed, in house, a lightweight, intuitive submission management systemWhile the two systems are not seamlessly integrated, we find that our users tend to work either with a particular journal, or with paper series, and do not usually need to move between the two. In cases where they do, we have a login layer on top that directs them to the proper location.In the interest of time I’ll stop short of demonstrating this system, but please feel free to connect with me during the break if you’re interested in knowing more about our platform, or the process of moving an entire IR from one platform to another. It was a herculean effort, but all of us are incredibly pleased with the results!



New initiatives 

• UCSF Open Access Policy implementation 
• eScholarship Plus 
• Improved consulting services for Journal 

publications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I keep mentioning how we’re focused on identifying new needs and providing services that fill those gaps…Catherine’s (that’s our director) regular meetings with the SCOs from each campus are an important way for us to keep a pulse on these needs. Lately, we’ve been keeping ourselves very busy with the following three new initiatives:UCSF Open Access Policy implementationeScholarship PlusImproved consulting services for Journal publications



UCSF Open Access Policy 

• Served as consultants to those on the UCSF 
campus who were trying to grow support for 
this policy – particularly around questions of 
implementation 

• We are now tasked with that implementation, 
and are building intuitive, low effort deposit 
and waiver systems. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick update on what we’ve done & will do:Intuitive, low-effort deposit workflow and waiver request & tracking process.((Here you can mention outreach and advocacy))



eScholarship Plus 

• Print on Demand (PoD) 
• eBook services 
• Branded e-commerce sites 
• Retail distribution 
• Plans for additional fee recovery services 

under this banner 
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Presentation Notes
Print on Demand (PoD)eBook servicesBranded e-commerce sitesRetail distributionPlans for additional fee recovery services under this banner



Journal Consulting Services 

• Thorough indexing 
• Best practices consultation 
• Requirements auditing 
• Resources & sustainability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all the campuses have the resources that the UCLA grad students are blessed with, so we’re working to build self-support and consultation services for journals that are just getting off the ground, or may be struggling.
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Partnerships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New opportunities and initiatives have allowed us to develop new partnerships.Shortly after transitioning our journal content to the OJS platform, we established a formal relationship with the Public Knowledge Project as major development partners. We look forward to contributing the modifications we’ve made to make OJS run on a larger scale than it is usually run on back to the larger OJS user community.We’ve also established a relationship with the self-publishing vendor Lulu.com, who provides our users with print-on-demand, e-book and ecommerce solutions. Some of these services were previously available to our users via UC Press, but as the press’s priorities have changed, we’ve been lucky to find new partners that are able to help us continue to provide print-on-demand services.
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Operational Issues 

• Staffing 
• Outreach 
• Advocacy 
• Sustainability 
• Evaluation and assessment 



Staffing 

4 FTE, including 
– Program Director 

Catherine Mitchell 
– Technical Lead 

Lisa Schiff 
– Operations Coordinator 

Justin Gonder 
– 3 Developers 

Martin Haye 
Kirk Hastings 
Barbara Hui 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe the role of each:Program Director – Meets regularly with the systemwide and campus stakeholders to identify emerging trends and unmet needs in order to strategically plan the future focus and direction of our service. She also works to promote our service so that librarians are well equipped to talk about us as they interact with scholars.Technical Lead – Coordinates the development staff, works with other services to stay current on developing technologies and trends, prioritizes development goals and monitors project progressOperations Coordinator – Provides service and outreach, works with director and technical lead to determine development and service priorities.Developers – We have 3. 2 (Martin and Kirk) work on our non-journal submission management system, front-end display and everything else in between (such as PDF generation). They are also both the brilliant co-creators of XTF, the system that drives the front-end display of eScholarship. The third maintains OJS and works with PKP in our capacity as a major development partner to maintain and improve the PKP suite of services.



Outreach 
• 1 former FTE, now a shared resource 
• People who know about our service, love it (but not 

many people know about it). 
• Heavy reliance on our campus librarians 
• Usage stats & quarterly reports 
 
What would we like to do more of? 
• Facebook and twitter (maybe) 
• Campus visits 
• Webinars 
• Print collateral 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outreach coordinator developed a marketing and outreach plan that focused on:Segmenting the audienceArticulating our value proposition for each audienceIdentifying mechanisms by which we would communicate this message.



Advocacy 

• Open Access week campus visits / webinars 
• Otherwise, we focus on discovering unmet 

needs and providing services 
• Top-down advocacy has not been successful 

for us, but we can identify and inform 
champions who will spread the word about 
our services. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coming from us, advocacy has not been successful. Several years ago, an Open Access policy was proposed from the systemwide level. It was not well received. What works much better are faculty advocates, people who are on the ground, people using our services in successful ways out there talking to others about what we can do. . . bringing new ideas to us.



Sustainability 

• Remaining relevant in the face of fast-paced 
change 

• Offering competitive services that scholars 
need 

• Exploring options for cost recovery 
• Demonstrating our value to stakeholders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
quarterly reports as a way of demonstrating value, as well as participation in CDL-wide reviews of service offerings.



Evaluation and Assessment 

• We primarily assess users’ experiences during 
major points of change and transition 

• We also conduct usability testing ahead of 
major feature changes 

• Track ongoing feedback using CRMS 
• Planning to replicate a major assessment 

based on a combination of Google Analytics 
data and user profiling surveys. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In recent years our conversations with these various stakeholders have caused us to shift our focus away from collection building building and toward the provision of self-publishing solutions.Particularly as that part of our service matures and stabilizes, and also as open access spreads in such a way that content is more often available elsewhere, keeping our service relevant means discovering unmet needs and positioning our platform to provide competitive, attractive solutions. Right now, for us, that means more focus on self publishing, journal creation (and transition to OA), print on demand and data publication.As our priorities changed, we increasingly felt the need to more closely own the development priorities of our platform, so in 2009 we began the phased transition of the entire eScholarship platform off of the vendor provided system and onto a new, locally hosted, partially open access platform



Persistent Challenges 

• Budget cuts 
• Lack of an advisory board would 
• Consortial challenges 
• Distance 
• Maintaining customer support & service 
• Preparing users for change, coping with 

change reactions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Budget: Hardly worth mentioning, but ever present. As a shared service, however, we’ve demonstrated value that has so far kept us going.Governance:Need for an advisory boardundergrad materials?metadata only records?emeritus publications?allowing people to download PDFs when a buy link is present?Formalizing practices into policiesConsortial challenges: Uneven resources; making sure all of the campuses are involved, even if they’re smallDistance: Harder to interact with users when you aren’t on campus; making sure we visit more than just Berkeley & SFService: Especially now that the vendor isn’t there to provide what was really world class support, how do we maintain the level of service that users expect?Preparing people for change, coping with change reactions



Lessons learned 
• Involve the user base whenever possible. Even if you can’t 

meet all of their wishes, they still need a voice. 
• Maintain regular communications with those at the campus 

level who can help get the word out about services, and 
who can best relay information about emerging needs. 

• Lots of demand for these services among graduates and 
undergrads. We can meet that need with existing services 
while still distinguishing faculty work. 

• Keep your core service offerings clear and simple. 
• Wait for critical mass before heading down new paths. 
• Regularly step back and look honestly at mature services: 

Are they still relevant? Have conditions changed? 
• Provide robust support in a wide variety of formats. 
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